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Abstract— 3D dynamical walking subject to precise footstep
placements is crucial for navigating real world terrain with dis-
crete footholds. We present a novel methodology that combines
control Lyapunov functions—to achieve periodic walking—and
control Barrier functions—to enforce strict constraints on step
length and step width—unified in a single optimization-based
controller. We numerically validate our proposed method by
demonstrating dynamic 3D walking at 0.6 m/s on DURUS, a
23 degree-of-freedom underactuated humanoid robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

The primary advantage of legged locomotion on robotic
systems is the ability to traverse terrain not accessible by
wheeled devices—this can be canonically represented by
terrain with discrete footholds such as “stepping stones.” Yet
current approaches to handling this terrain type use simplistic
methods—both at the level of models and control of walking
robots—to plan footstep locations and quasi-statically drive
a fully-actuated humanoid robot to achieve the desired foot
placements. The overarching goal of this work is to create a
formal framework that will enable bipedal humanoid robots
to achieve dynamic and rapid locomotion over a randomly
placed set of stepping stones.

Footstep placement for fully-actuated legged robots essen-
tially rely on quasi-static walking using the ZMP criterion
that requires slow walking speeds and small steps [13],
[7]. Impressive results in footstep planning and placements
in obstacle filled environments with vision-based sensing
was carried out in [6]. However, these ZMP-based methods
impose strict restrictions on the walking gaits as they rely
on kinematics of quasi-static motions or simple dynamical
models such as the linear inverted pendulum with massless
legs, see [8], [18]. Moreover, these methods typically require
full-actuation, cannot handle compliance well, and are not
applicable for dynamic walking with faster walking gaits.

This paper presents initial results on precise footstep
placement for 3D dynamic walking. The proposed method
is based on feedback control of the full nonlinear and
underactuated hybrid dynamic model of bipedal robots to
achieve periodic dynamic walking gaits with formal stability
guarantees that enforce the safety-critical foot placement
constraints. The main contribution of this paper is a novel
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Fig. 1: The problem of dynamically walking in 3D over
a randomly generated set of discrete footholds. Simulation
video: https://youtu.be/yUSTraDn9-U.

safety-critical control strategy that can guarantee precise
footstep placement for 3D dynamic walking of a high-
dimensional bipedal robot. We achieve this by combining (a)
control Lyapunov function based quadratic programs (CLF-
QPs) [9] for enforcing virtual constraints, that represent a
nominal gait, while simultaneously respecting the saturation
limits of the actuators, and (b) control Barrier function
based quadratic programs (CBF-QPs) [4] to guarantee state
dependent safety constraints.

The goal of this paper is to relax the tracking behavior
of the nominal gait by enforcing a set of state-dependent
safety constraints, governed by control Barrier functions, that
guide the swing foot trajectory to the discrete footholds.
Our method enables dealing with a large range of desired
foothold separations with precise placement of footsteps on
small footholds. This requires simultaneously guaranteeing
precise step length and step width constraints at foot contact.
This work builds off our recent work on precise footstep
placement for planar (2D) walking [14]. In comparison to
our prior work, this paper makes the following additional
contributions:

• We consider 3D dynamic bipedal walking in contrast to
planar walking.

• We extend the applicability of our method to a 23
degree-of-freedom bipedal system (up from 7 degree-
of-freedom model in planar walking) establishing scal-
ability of the proposed method.

• We consider additional degrees of underactuation in the
form of compliant feet.

https://youtu.be/yUSTraDn9-U
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Fig. 2: The Humanoid DURUS is a 23 degree-of-freedom
system, which break down into 15 actuated joints, 2 passive
springs at the feet, and a 6 degree-of-freedom floating base.
The coordinates of DURUS are illustrated with the red
arrows representing the positive rotation (or translation) axis
of the robot joints.

• In addition to step length constraints in planar walking,
we simultaneously address both step length and step
width constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the hybrid dynamical model of DURUS, a 3D hu-
manoid robot. Section III revisits control Lyapunov function-
based quadratic programs (CLF-QPs). Section IV presents
exponential control Barrier functions (ECBFs) for enforcing
safety constraints. Section V presents the proposed ECBF-
CLF-QP based feedback controller for enforcing precise
footstep placement for 3D dynamic walking. Section VI
presents numerical validation of the controller on DURUS.
Finally, Section VII provides concluding remarks.

II. HYBRID SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we briefly discuss the two-domain hybrid
system model for the flat foot walking of underactuated 3D
robot, DURUS. Hybrid zero dynamics control framework is
also concisely introduced as a way to synthesize walking gait
for the robot.

A. DURUS Model

DURUS is an underactuated humanoid robot with 15
actuated joints and two passive springs (see Fig. 2), designed
and built by SRI International for the study of high efficiency
multi-domain bipedal locomotion [12], [17]. The two passive
linear springs are attached to the end of each ankle joint,
such that they are rigidly perpendicular to the foot, and are
designed for reducing energy loss and mitigating mechanical
shocks at impacts.

In this paper, the generalized floating-base coodinates, q =
[pb, φb, qr]

T ∈ Q = R3 × SO(3)×Qr, of the robot is used
to model this high-dimensional humanoid, where pb ∈ R3 is
the Cartesian position and φb ∈ SO(3) is the orientation of

Fig. 3: The directed cycle structure of the multi-domain
hybrid system model for flat-foot humanoid walking.

the body base frame Rb–which is attached to the center of
the pelvis link–with respect to the world frame, and qr ∈ Qr
is the 17-dimensional joint coordinates of DURUS, as shown
in Fig. 2 (see [17] for more details.)

B. Hybrid System Model for Bipedal Walking

Due to the existence of both continuous and discrete
dynamics, bipedal locomotion is naturally modeled as a
hybrid control system [11]. The existence of passive springs
leads to two continuous domain behaviors in the case of
flat-foot walking: a double support domain, where both feet
are on the ground, and a single support domain, where the
non-stance foot is above the ground while only the stance
foot stays on the ground, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the
multi-domain hybrid control system of DURUS walking is
defined as a tuple [1]:

H C = (Γ,D,U , S,∆,FG), (1)

where Γ = {V,E} is a directed cycle with vertices V =
{ds, ss}, where ds represents the double support domain and
ss represents the single support domain, and the edges E =
{ds→ ss, ss→ ds}, as depicted in Fig. 3. See [12] for the
detailed definition of (1).

The domain breakdown is determined by the changes in
the contact condition with the environment. Often we use
holonomic constraints, ηv(q), to model the foot contact with
the ground [10]. Given the mass, inertia, length and the center
of mass position of each link of the robot, the affine control
system {fv, gv} of a continuous domain determined by the
Lagrangian dynamics of the multi-link rigid body system and
contact holonomic constraints with the environment is given
by

ẋ = fv(x) + gv(x)uv, (2)

where x = (q, q̇) ∈ TQ is the system state.
The transition from the double support to single support

domain occurs when the normal ground force on the non-
stance foot crosses zero. Hence, the reset map for this edge
is an identity map, i.e., ∆ds→ss = I. On the other hand,
the reset map from the single support to double support
incorporates the impact dynamics when the non-stance foot
hits the ground, during which the joint velocities undergo



discrete changes due to the introduction of new contact
constraints. Given the pre-impact states (q−, q̇−), the post
impact states (q+, q̇+) = ∆ss→ds(q

−, q̇−) are determined by
assuming a perfectly plastic impact of the rigid body model
[12].

C. Hybrid Zero Dynamics (HZD) Control Framework

Given the hybrid control system model, we now present
the hybrid zero dynamics framework in which virtual con-
straints are employed as a method to synthesize feedback
control to render stable walking of DURUS.

Virtual Constraints. Any admissible state-based feedback
controller that has been applied to the control system, FG,
yields a closed-loop hybrid system [1]. This can be done by
defining a set of virtual constraints–also referred as outputs,
which is the difference between actual and desired outputs–
and applying feedback controllers to drive them to zero [19].

In this paper, we use the same set of virtual constraints
defined in [12]. In particular, the linearized forward hip
velocity is chosen as the relative degree one output ya1,v =
δṗhip(q, q̇) to regulate the forward velocity of the robot
during both domains, i.e., v ∈ {ds, ss}.

We define that the desired velocity is parameterized by a
constant vd, i.e., y1,v(q, q̇, vd) = ya1,v(q, q̇) − vd. Desired
relative degree two outputs yd2,v(τ(q), αv) represented by
7th order Bézier polynomials [19] parameterized by a set
of parameters αv with v ∈ {ds, ss}. The virtual constraints
on Dv then can be defined as:

y2,v(q, αv) = ya2,v(q)− yd2,v(τ(q), αv), (3)

where τ(q) is a monotonic state-based parameterization of
time, defined as τ(q) =

δphip(q)−δphip(q+)
δphip(q−)−δphip(q+) ∈ [0, 1], where

δphip is the linearized hip position. In particular, the desired
outputs of the stance and non-stance foot orientations are set
to be zero respectively to keep the feet being flat throughout
the step.

To drive the virtual constraints yv = (y1,v, y2,v) → 0
exponentially for each v ∈ {ds, ss}, we utilize the feedback
linearization control law

uεv = −A−1v
(
(L2

f )v + µεv
)
, (4)

where Av = [Lgvy1,v(q, q̇);LgvLfvy2,v(q)] is the decou-
pling matrix, and (L2

f )v = [0;LfvLfvy2,v(q)], with L being
the Lie derivative. With the given control law, we have the
output dynamics (ẏ1,v, ÿ2,v) = −µεv , where µεv can be chosen
so that the outputs converge to zero exponentially at a rate
of ε > 0.

Partial Hybrid Zero Dynamics. Moreover, the control law
in (4) renders the full zero dynamics surface exponentially
stable and invariant over both continuous domains. Due to
the impact of the non-stance foot, however, the invariance
of the full zero dynamics surface is no longer guaranteed.
Particularly, it would be impossible to enforce the relative
degree one output to be invariant through impact due to the
changes in joint velocities. Therefore, here we only enforce

the partial hybrid zero dynamics for the two-domain walking
of DURUS; see [1]. Specifically, consider the surface:

PZv={(q, q̇) ∈ Dv : y2,v(q) = 0, ẏ2,v(q, q̇) = 0},

with v ∈ {ds, ss}. Therefore, the goal of designing a periodic
and dynamic walking gait is to find a set of parameters α =
{vd, αds, αss} that ensures there exists a periodic orbit for
the system in (1) and the partial zero dynamics surface is
invariant through impact. The process of finding α can be
formulated as a nonlinear constrained optimization problem
subject to the multi-domain hybrid system model and HZD
control framework [12].

III. CONTROL LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS REVISITED

For each domain v ∈ {ds, ss}, one may choose µv in (4)
in a way with which the resulting output dynamics is stable.
Letting ηv = (y1,v, y2,v, ẏ2,v), the linear output dynamics
can be written as

η̇v =

 0 0
0 I
0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fv

ηv +

 1 0
0 0
0 I


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gv

µv. (5)

Then in the context of this control system, we consider
the continuous time algebraic Riccati equations (CARE):

FTv Pv + PvFv − PvGvGTv Pv +Qv = 0, (6)

for Qv = QTv > 0 with solution Pv = PTv > 0. One can use
Pv to construct a RES-CLF that can be used to exponentially
stabilize the output dynamics at a user defined rate of 1

ε (see
[2], [3] ). In particular, define

V εv (ηv) = ηTv I
εPvI

ε︸ ︷︷ ︸
P εv

ηv, with Iε = diag(
1

ε
I, I), (7)

wherein it follows that:

V̇ εv (ηv) = LFvV εv (ηv) + LGvV εv (ηv)µv,

with

LFvV εv (ηv) = ηTv (FTv P
ε
v + P εvFv)ηv, (8)

LGvV εv (ηv) = 2ηTv P
ε
vGv.

With the goal of exponentially stabilizing the ηv to zero,
we wish to find µv such that,

LFvV εv (ηv) + LGvV εv (ηv)µv ≤ −
λ

ε
V εv (ηv),

for some λ > 0. In particular, it allows for specific feedback
controllers, e.g., the min-norm controller, which can be stated
as the closed form solution to a quadratic program (QP). See
[9], [5], [3] for the further information.

Recalling that Avuv = −(L2
f )v + µv , it follows that:

µTv µv = uTvATvAvuv + 2(L2
f )TvAvuv + (L2

f )Tv (L2
f )v,

which allows for reformulating the QP problem in terms of
uv instead of µv , so that additional constraints on torques



or reaction forces can be directly implemented in the formu-
lation. To achieve an optimal control law, we can relax the
CLF constraints and penalize this relaxation. In particular,
we consider the following modified CLF-based QP in terms
of uv and a relaxation factor δv:

u∗v(x) = argmin
(uv,δv)

uTvATvAvuv + 2(L2
f )TvAvuv + pvδ

2
v (9)

s.t ÃCLF
v (q, q̇)uv ≤ b̃CLF

v (q, q̇) + δv (CLF)

where,

ÃCLF
v (q, q̇) :=LGvV εv (q, q̇)Av(q, q̇), (10)

b̃CLF
v (q, q̇) :=− λ

ε
V εv (q, q̇)− LFvV εv (q, q̇)

− LGvV εv (q, q̇)(L2
f )v,

and pv > 0 is a large positive constant that penalizes
violations of the CLF constraint. Note that we use the fact
that ηv is a function of the system states (q, q̇), so the
constraints can be expressed in the term of system states.

The end result of solving this QP is the optimal control
law that guarantees exponential convergence of the control
objective (y1,v, y2,v) → 0 if δv ≡ 0. In the case of suffi-
ciently small δv , we still achieve exponential convergence of
the outputs, which motivates the minimization of δv in the
cost of QP.

IV. CONTROL BARRIER FUNCTIONS

Having seen control Lyapunov function based controllers
for achieving stable periodic walking, the goal of this section
is to introduce control Barrier functions as means to enforce
strict safety constraints. We will also introduce exponential
control Barrier functions and then incorporate the control
Barrier function constraints into the control Lyapunov func-
tion based controller introduced earlier.

A. Control Barrier Function

Consider a control affine system:

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u, (11)

with f and g locally Lipschitz, state variable x ∈ Rn and
control input u ∈ U ⊂ Rn. The goal is to design a controller
to keep the state x in the set

C = {x ∈ Rn : h(x) ≥ 0} , (12)

where h : Rn → R is a continuously differentiable function.
Then, a function B : C → R is a Control Barrier Function
(CBF), [4], if there exists class K function α1 and α2 such
that, for all x ∈ Int(C) = {x ∈ Rn : h(x) > 0},

1

α1(h(x))
≤ B(x) ≤ 1

α2(h(x))
, (13)

Ḃ(x, u) = LfB(x) + LgB(x)u ≤ γ

B(x)
. (14)

From [4], the important properties of the CBF condition
in (14) is that if there exists a control Barrier function, B :
C → R, then C is forward invariant, or in other words, if
x(0) = x0 ∈ C, i.e., h(x0) ≥ 0, then x = x(t) ∈ C,∀t, i.e.,
h(x(t)) ≥ 0,∀t.

B. Exponential Control Barrier Function

The above formulation of control Barrier functions re-
quired relative-degree one h(x). In order to systematically
design safety-critical controllers for higher order relative
degree constraints, we will use “Exponential Control Barrier
Functions” (ECBFs) [15].

With application to precise footstep placement, our con-
straints will be position based, h(q) ≥ 0, which has relative
degree 2. For this problem, we can design an Exponential
CBF as follows:

B(q, q̇) = ḣ(q, q̇) + βh(q), (15)

and the exponential CBF condition is simply:

Ḃ(q, q̇, u) + γB(q, q̇) ≥ 0, (16)

where β > 0, γ > 0. Enforcing (16) will then enforce
B(q, q̇) ≥ 0. Moreover, we also note that by plugging the
ECBF (15) into the condition (16), we have,

(
d

dt
+ β) ◦ (

d

dt
+ γ) ◦ h(q) ≥ 0. (17)

Thus, β, γ play the role of pole locations for the constraint
dynamics ḧ(q, q̇, u).

C. Combination of CBF and CLF-QP

Consider the exponential control Barrier candidate func-
tion (15), then we can incorporate the condition (16) into the
Quadratic Program (9) as follows:

u∗v(x) = argmin
(uv,δv)

uTvATvAvuv + 2(L2
f )TvAvuv + pvδ

2
v (18)

s.t ÃCLF
v (q, q̇)uv ≤ b̃CLF

v (q, q̇) + δv (CLF)

ACBFv (q, q̇)uv ≤ bCBFv (q, q̇) (CBF)
umin ≤ u ≤ umax (TS)

where,

ACBFv (q, q̇) :=− LGvBv(q, q̇), (19)

bCBFv (q, q̇) :=LFvBv(q, q̇) + γBv(q, q̇).

Because the CBF condition needs to be strictly satisfied,
the same relaxation on CLF cannot be applied. Under certain
aggressive cases the QP could be infeasible due to input
saturation. In order to handle this issue, we will present
a method to enlarge the feasible domain of the CBF by
giving the QP freedom on optimizing γ without violating
the constraint.

D. CBF with Time-Varying Gamma

From the exponential CBF condition,

Ḃ(x, u) + γB(x) ≥ 0, (20)

we have for all γ ≥ 0,

B(t) ≥ B(0)e−γt ≥ 0. (21)



This property is also satisfied with time varying γ = γ(t).
In particular, we assume γ(t) ∈ (0, γmax],∀t. Therefore:

Ḃ(x, u) ≥ −γ(t)B(x) ≥ −γmaxB(x), (22)
=⇒ B(x(t)) ≥ B(0)e−γmaxt ≥ 0. (23)

We then have, CBF-CLF-QP controller with time-varying γ:

u∗v(x)= argmin
(uv,δv,δγ)

uTvATvAvuv + 2(L2
f )TvAvuv + pvδ

2
v + pγδ

2
γ

(24)

s.t ÃCLF
v (q, q̇)uv ≤ b̃CLF

v (q, q̇) + δv (CLF)

ACBFv (q, q̇)uv ≤ b̃CBFv (q, q̇) (CBF)
γd − δγ ≥ 0

umin ≤ u ≤ umax (TS)

with

b̃CBFv (q, q̇) :=LFvBv(q, q̇) + (γd − δγ)Bv(q, q̇). (25)

Basically, the QP will optimize the parameter γ(t) = γd −
δγ(t) ≥ 0 to increase the feasibility of the QP and we
minimize pγδ

2
γ since we want the optimized parameter γ

to be closed to the designed γd.
Having presented control Barrier function based quadratic

programs, we will now formulate our controller to achieve
dynamic walking subject to achieving precise footstep place-
ments on discrete footholds.

V. 3D STEPPING STONES

To enforce precise foot placements on the stepping stones,
we need to enforce strict constraints on the step length
and step width at swing foot touchdown (see Fig. 4). To
achieve this, we will first develop CBFs that enforce strict
step length constraints, followed by CBFs that enforce strict
step width constraints. We will finally put these together to
achieve simultaneous step length and step width constraints
to achieve 3D walking on the stepping stones.

A. Stepping constraints for step length

If we want to force the robot to step onto a specific
position (see Fig.5), we need to guarantee that the step length
when the robot swing foot hits the ground is bounded within
a given range [lmin, lmax]. Let hf (q) be the height of the
swing foot to the ground and lf (q) be the distance between
the stance and swing feet, as defined in Fig. 4. We define
the step length at impact as,

ls := lf (q)|hf (q)=0,ḣf (q,q̇)<0. (26)

The discrete foothold constraint to be enforced then becomes,

lmin ≤ ls ≤ lmax. (27)

In order to guarantee this final-time constraint, we formulate
a new state-dependent constraint that when enforced during
the entire step, will satisfy the discrete foothold constraint
(27) at impact. This constraint arises through the geometric
construction in Fig. 5. In particular, if we can guarantee the
trajectory of the swing foot, F , to be bounded between the
domain of the two circles O1 and O2 (with radii R1, R2),

Fig. 4: DURUS swing foot coordinates: The swing foot
position in 3D is defined by the step length, step width, and
step height coordinates (lf , wf , hf ) along the x, y, z axes
respectively.

Fig. 5: Geometric explanation of the stepping stone foot
placement constraint with only step length constraint.

then the step length at impact is guaranteed to be within
[lmin, lmax]. Thus, a sufficient condition to enforce constraint
(27) is to enforce the constraints:

O1F ≤ R1, and O2F ≥ R2, (28)

where,

O1F =
√

(l1 + lf )2 + h2f ,

R1 = l1 + lmax,

O2F =

√
(d2 + hf )2 + (lf −

lmin
2

)2,

R2 =

√
d22 + (

lmin
2

)2, (29)



Fig. 6: Geometric explanation of the stepping stone foot
placement constraint with only step width constraint.

with l1 being the distance between the stance foot and O1,
as shown in Fig. 5. When the swing foot hits the ground at
the end of the step, hf = 0, ḣf < 0, and the step length is ls.
Substituting this into (29), the constraints (28) thus becomes,√

(l1 + ls)2 ≤ l1 + lmax,√
d22 + (ls −

lmin
2

)2 ≥
√
d22 + (

lmin
2

)2. (30)

This is equivalent to (27) since the constants l1, ls, lmax are
positive. Thus, we need to enforce the position constraints,

h1(q) = R1 −O1F

= l1 + lmax −
√

(l1 + lf (q))2 + hf (q)2 ≥ 0,

h2(q) = O2F −R2

=

√
(d2 + hf )2 + (lf −

lmin
2

)2 −
√
d22 + (

lmin
2

)2 ≥ 0.

(31)

These position constraints can be enforced through the
following control Barrier candidate functions:

B1(q, q̇) = γbh1(q) + ḣ1(q, q̇) ≥ 0,

B1(q, q̇) = γbh2(q) + ḣ2(q, q̇) ≥ 0. (32)

We now can apply the CBF-CLF-QP based controller pre-
sented in Section IV to enforce these Barrier constraints, re-
sulting in the footstep placement constraint ls ∈ [lmin, lmax].

B. Stepping constraints for step width

A sufficient condition to guarantee the step width wf ≤
wmax, is to maintain the swing foot position to be inside the
circle O3 (see Fig.6), i.e.,

O3F ≤ R3, (33)

Fig. 7: CBF constraints for Case 1 (changing step length
only).

Fig. 8: CBF constraints for Case 2 (changing step width
only).

where,

O3F =
√

(l0 − lf )2 + (d3 + wf )2. (34)

The circle O3 is defined so that it is tangent to the maximum
boundary of desired step width and containing the initial
swing foot position (O). Therefore the radius and center of
the circle O3 can be derived from l3 and wmax as follows:

R2
3 = l23 + w2

3 = l23 + (R3 − wmax + w0)2,

=⇒ R3 =
l23 + (wmax − w0)2

2(wmax − w0)
, (35)

where w0 is the step width of the previous step. The same
principle can be applied to enforce the minimum step width
wf ≥ wmin by requiring O4F ≥ R4. These constraints can
be enforced through a CBF controller from Section IV by
defining the following position constraints,

h3(q) = R3 −O3F ≥ 0,

h4(q) = O4F −R4 ≥ 0, (36)

along with Barriers B3, B4 to enforce them. Thus, the step
width will satisfy the desired foothold ws ∈ [wmin, wmax].

C. Stepping constraints for step length and step width

In order to control the footstep placement with step length
constraint (ls ∈ [lmin, lmax]) and step width constraint
(ws ∈ [wmin, wmax]) for the robot, we can apply the
CBF-CLF-QP based controller with the four constraints[
h1(q) h2(q) h3(q) h4(q)

]
≥ 0 as defined in (31), (36).

In particular, enforcing the step length and step width
constraints in (31), (36) respectively, will guarantee the swing
foot position to impact the ground inside the red shaded
region depicted in Fig. 6.



Fig. 14: Snapshots of simulation results (Case 1: Changing step length only). Simulation video: https://youtu.be/
yUSTraDn9-U.

Fig. 15: Snapshots of simulation results (Case 2: Changing step width only). The small vertical bars at the bottom of the
figure illustrate that the step length doesn’t change.

Fig. 16: Snapshots of simulation results (Case 3: Changing step length and step width) From the small vertical bars at the
bottom of the figure, it’s clear that the step length also changes in addition to step width.

Fig. 9: CBF constraints for Case 3 (changing step length and
width)

Fig. 10: Norm torque for Case 3 (changing step length and
width).

VI. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

Having developed the control framework based on control
Lyapunov and control Barrier functions, we will now numer-
ically validate the proposed controller on DURUS. We will
consider three different simulation cases:
• Case 1: Changing step length only: ls ∈ [lmin, lmax],
• Case 2: Changing step width only: ws ∈ [wmin, wmax],

Fig. 11: Key joints angles of left leg for Case 3 (changing
step length and width).

Fig. 12: Hip Velocity for Case 3 (changing step length and
width).

• Case 3: Changing both step length and width,

where lmin, lmax and wmin, wmax were picked with an
offset of ±2.5cm about the desired footstep location ld, wd.

https://youtu.be/yUSTraDn9-U
https://youtu.be/yUSTraDn9-U


Fig. 13: Phase portrait of left and right knee pitch for Case
3 (changing step length and width).

To be more specific, we have:

lmin = ld − 0.025, lmax = ld + 0.025,

wmin = wd − 0.025, wmax = wd + 0.025. (37)

The controller is simulated with ld and wd chosen randomly
at each step. While the nominal walking gait has step length
36.6cm and step width 23.3cm, our proposed controller was
able to address a large range of desired footholds with the
following specific values:
• Case 1: Changing step length only: ld ∈ [22cm, 50cm]

(±39% of the nominal step length.);
• Case 2: Changing step width only: wd ∈ [12cm, 33cm]

(−48% to 43% of the nominal step width);
• Case 3: Changing both step length and width: ld ∈

[24cm, 47cm] (−33% to 31% of the nominal step
length), wd ∈ [20cm, 33cm] (−13% to 43% of the
nominal step width).

Beyond these step length and step width values, the initial
condition for the subsequent step is too far from the nominal
walking gait and the controller is unable to track.

Figures 7,8,9 clearly show that the CBF constraints on
footstep placement are strictly satisfied for all three sim-
ulation cases. Figures 14,15,16 illustrate snapshots of the
simulation with footstep constraints for the three cases re-
spectively. For Case 3 (changing both step length and width),
Figures 11, 12, 13, illustrate the key joint angles, hip velocity
and phase portrait respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a control framework that combines
control Lyapunov functions and control Barrier functions
in a quadratic program which is solved point-wise in time.
Control Barrier functions are constructed to enforce step
length and step width constraints at impact. The resulting
controller thus achieves dynamic 3D walking while enforcing
strict constraints on step length and step width at impact, re-
sulting in dynamic walking over stepping stones. Numerical
validations of the proposed method on DURUS, a 23 degree-
of-freedom humanoid robot, has been carried out. This has
resulted in the controller being able to simultaneously handle
random step length variations that are between −33% to

31% of the nominal step length and random step width
variations that are between −13% to 43% of the nominal step
width. Preliminary results on safety constraints with model
uncertainty are addressed through the formulation of robust
control barrier functions [16].
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